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Abstract16

Ecologists are faced with the challenge of how to scale up from the activities of17

individual plants and animals to the macroscopic dynamics of populations and18

communities. It is especially difficult to do this in communities of plants where the19

fate of individuals depends on their immediate neighbours rather than an average over20

a larger region. This has meant that algorithmic, agent-based models are typically21

used to understand their dynamics, although certain macroscopic models have been22

developed for neighbour-dependent, birth-death processes. Here we present a23

macroscopic model that, for the first time, incorporates explicit, gradual,24

neighbour-dependent plant growth, as a third fundamental process of plant25

communities. The model is derived from a stochastic, agent-based model, and26

describes the dynamics of the first and second spatial moments of a multispecies,27

spatially-structured plant community with neighbour-dependent growth, births and28

deaths. A simple example shows that strong neighbourhood space-filling during tree29

growth in an even-aged stand of Scots pine is well captured by the spatial moment30

model. The space filling has a spatial signature consistent with that observed in31

several field studies of forests. Small neighbourhoods of interaction, non-uniform32

spacing of trees and asymmetric competition all contribute to the build-up of a wide33

range of tree sizes with some large dominant individuals and many smaller ones.34

Keywords: individual-based model, plant growth, population dynamics, spatial35

interaction, spatial moment dynamics, spatial pattern, stochastic model36
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1 Introduction37

The birth, growth and death of individual plants depend on local environments, especially38

on interactions with neighbours, rather than on some average state at a large spatial scale.39

The plant community we observe is an outcome of past neighbourhood processes, and its40

future depends on how current birth, growth and death of individuals shape41

neighbourhoods still to come. Recognizing the importance of this, local interactions have42

been the subject of a great deal of research in plant ecology, particularly in the field of43

forestry (Canham, 1988; Biging and Dobbertin, 1992; Canham et al., 2004), including for44

instance general spatial structure (e.g. Pommerening, 2002; Stoyan and Penttinen, 2000),45

and the impacts of shading and other neighbourhood processes on recruitment (Barbeito46

et al., 2008; Tautenhahn et al., 2012).47

However, neighbourhood processes at a spatial scale relevant to individuals are complex,48

and this makes it difficult to write down a dynamically sufficient description (sensu49

Lewontin, 1974) of plant community dynamics. As a result, plant ecology now has a rich50

heritage of individual-based models (IBMs), it being much easier to take a computational51

approach based on algorithmic rules for behaviour of individual plants. Such models are52

explicitly spatial, and treat individual plants as agents that interact with others in their53

neighbourhood in particular ways. They range from single-species, birth-death processes54

(Kendall, 1948), to multi-species forest gap models such as SORTIE and TROLL with55

growth and dispersal fully parameterised for particular communities of interest (Pacala56

et al., 1996; Chave, 1999; Pommerening et al., 2011). These models have made it possible57

to understand how species characteristics lead to broader scale structure both in a spatial58

and temporal sense (succession).59
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The drawback of specialised, stochastic, individual-based models is that they tend to be60

quite intractable mathematically. Tractable approximation schemes that capture their basic61

properties are still called for (Gratzer et al., 2004). A scheme based on space-filling by62

forest trees, for instance, allowed the von Foerster equation (von Foerster, 1959) to be used63

to model successional dynamics of some forest communities (Purves et al., 2008; Strigul64

et al., 2008). With this, it was possible to scale tree growth up to the landscape level65

(Bohlman and Pacala, 2012) and to global climate and nutrient cycling processes (Weng66

et al., 2011). However, this scheme did not deal with the local scales at which neighbours67

interact. Finding good macroscopic approximations for the microscopic behaviour of agents68

in IBMs remains a major challenge for ecologists (Levin, 2012).69

Spatial moment dynamics are potentially promising schemes for approximation. They70

have already provided a formal framework for modelling neighbourhood dependence of71

births and deaths (Bolker and Pacala, 1997; Dieckmann and Law, 2000), and have shown72

some of the complexities of dynamics that are hidden until spatial structure is taken into73

account (e.g. Law et al., 2003; Bolker et al., 2003; Murrell and Law, 2003). They have also74

been used to describe the emergence of spatial pattern for a birth-death process of plants75

that grow from discrete juvenile to adult stages (Murrell, 2009). However, these models76

have not dealt with the gradual growth of individuals and the development of size structure77

that emerges from this. It is important that they should do so, because plant body size is a78

key mediator of interactions among neighbours and their resulting resource acquisition79

(Adams et al., 2007), of reproductive output (Clark et al., 2004; Ribbens et al., 1994), and80

of the risk of death (Taylor and MacLean, 2007).81

This article shows how spatial moment dynamics can be used to scale up from the82

microscopic interactions among neighbouring plants to the macroscopic growth of whole83
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stands. (The Appendix provides a general derivation of a spatial-moment dynamical system84

for a multispecies plant community with birth, growth and death of locally interacting85

plants.) As stands develop, they build up size distributions contingent on spatial86

arrangement, and the degree to which competition is asymmetric (Weiner and Damgaard,87

2006). These size distributions are of special interest in agriculture and forestry, because88

they determine the yields (Weiner et al., 2001a) and hence profits generated. They are also89

of interest in the transition from commercial to amenity forestry where even-aged stands90

need to be changed efficiently to size and spatial structures closer to that of natural91

woodlands (Schutz, 2002; Adams et al., 2011b). For such applications, an understanding of92

the relationship between size and spatial structure will bring clear benefits.93

2 Methods94

Here we describe the growth of a single-species stand in which plants interact with their95

neighbours, first as an individual-based stochastic process that encapsulates some basic96

features of local interactions, and second as a deterministic model derived from the97

stochastic process (the derivation is given in the Appendix). We focus on growth; this is the98

most novel part of the birth-death-growth model, and of interest in its own right because it99

epitomises much of agriculture and forestry. Moment approximations for birth-death100

processes have been described in earlier work (Bolker and Pacala, 1997; Dieckmann and101

Law, 2000).102

The plants are assumed to live in a large, homogeneous, two-dimensional space, each103

plant having a centre of location given by Cartesian coordinates x = (x1, x2), and a size104

s = ln(w/w0), where w0 is an arbitrary mass. Size is measured on a logarithmic scale105
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because plants often grow over several orders of magnitude in the course of their lives. Thus106

the state of plant i is given by (x, s)i, and the state p of the stand as a whole is made up of107

the locations and sizes of all the plants it contains, i.e. p = {(x, s)1, (x, s)2, ...}.108

2.1 Stochastic model109

We define a growth rule for plants that grow in small steps δs. For a stand at state p, the110

probability of plant i making a size increment δs over a short period of time δt is111

Ĝi(p)δt/δs, where Ĝi(p) is given by112

Ĝi(p) = g(si) + g′
∑
j 6=i

w ((x, s)i, (x, s)j) (1)113

if Ĝi(p) ≥ 0, and zero otherwise to ensure that plants cannot shrink. This is a Poisson114

process with rate Ĝi(p)/δs. The term g(·) is a relative growth rate that plant i would have115

in the absence of competition (e.g. Gompertz); w(·) is a competition kernel describing the116

effect of a neighbour plant j on the growth of the target plant i; g′ is a negative quantity117

with dimensions time−1 that scales the strength of neighbourhood effects; the summation is118

over all neighbour plants (referred to as a “shot-noise field”by Illian et al., 2008;119

Pommerening et al., 2011). At this stage the competition kernel does not need to be120

specified. Nevertheless, the assumption of a homogeneous environment can be incorporated121

at this point by replacing physical locations of the plants with the displacements between122

plants in two dimensions ξ = (ξ1, ξ2). Isotropy is also assumed, but we keep the two123

Cartesian dimensions as this helps to understand the geometries (Fig. 1). In the continuous124

space-size moment approximations below, the competition kernel is then written as125

w(ξ′, s, s′), where ξ′ is the displacement from the target to the neighbour, s is the target126
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size, and s′ is the neighbour size.127

The number of growth events Ni(T ) experienced by plant i over a period of time T is a128

Poisson random variable with mean
∫ T
0

(Ĝi(p(t))/δs)dt (Grimmett and Stirzaker, 2001).129

The increase in size of plant i over this time is Si(T ) = Ni(T )δs, which is a random variable130

with mean M(T ) =
∫ T
0
Ĝi(p(t))dt and variance M(T )δs. Therefore, the ratio of variance in131

size to mean size is equal to δs. It is realistic to expect some variability in size to develop,132

even among plants that experience identical levels of competition. δs is a model parameter133

that allows the level of variability to be set, without substantially altering the mean growth134

rate, as shown in Appendix Figure A.3. In the limit δs→ 0, plant growth effectively135

becomes deterministic, with growth rate dSi/dt = Ĝi(p(t)).136

2.2 Spatial moments137

Statistical measures of spatial structure describing the outcome of a stochastic process on a138

population of individuals can be more instructive than attempting to interpret the complex139

output from multiple realizations of the stochastic process itself. Moreover, these measures140

become the variables of the macroscopic approximation.141

The first three spatial moments (defined formally in the Appendix) are as follows, with142

notation for displacements and sizes as in Fig. 1. These moments change over time as the143

plants grow, so they have time t as an argument. The first moment m1(s, t) is the density144

of individuals of size s at time t. This function is familiar in ecology as the size distribution145

of individuals. Crucially, it carries no information about how plants of different sizes are146

distributed in space and is insufficient for modelling growth dynamics of plants interacting147

in neighbourhoods. The second spatial moment m2(ξ
′, s, s′, t) is the density of pairs of148

individuals with size s and s′ at time t, the s′ individual being displaced by a vector ξ′ from149
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s. This moment is more intricate, describing the density of all combinations of pairs of sizes150

at all displacements, and plays a key part in this paper, as it holds all the second-order,151

space-size information in the stand. The third spatial moment m3(ξ,
′ ξ′′, s, s′, s′′, t) goes a152

step further to the density of triplets of individuals with size s, s′ and s′′, the s′ individual153

being displaced by a vector ξ′ from s and the s′′ individual displaced by a vector ξ′′ from s.154

Although the dynamics below are built on the pair density, this measure has too many155

dimensions for easy visualisation. Some of the basic space-size properties that develop as a156

stand grows are better seen in terms of the mark pair density, and especially in terms of its157

related mark correlation function (Stoyan and Penttinen, 2000; Illian et al., 2008; Suzuki158

et al., 2008; Law et al., 2009). The mark pair density function takes the product of the sizes159

in each pair, thereby reducing the number of arguments in the pair density from four to two160

(see Appendix Section 1.2). The mark correlation function is a normalisation of the mark161

pair density that measures the residual spatial organisation of mass pairs, after removing162

the spatial structure due to the locations of the plants in space. Consider, for instance, a163

spatial pattern in which plants are aggregated. If plant sizes are independent of this164

aggregation, the mark correlation function returns a value close to one at all distances.165

However, if the sizes of pairs are positively (respectively negatively) correlated at some166

distance, the function returns a value greater (respectively less) than one at this distance.167

Low values of the mark correlation function at short distances are therefore a signature of168

biomass being distributed more uniformly over space than the plant locations (and high169

values would be a signature of biomass being even more clustered than the plant locations).170
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2.3 Moment dynamics171

The dynamics of the first two spatial moments are derived for growth, birth and death172

processes of multiple species in the Appendix. In the case of a single species and just173

growth, the dynamics are:174

∂m1

∂t
=− ∂ [m1G1]

∂s
, (2)

∂m2

∂t
=− ∂[m2G2]

∂s
− ∂[m2G

′
2]

∂s′
(3)

in the limit as δs, δt→ 0. In writing Eq. 3, a symmetry m2(ξ
′, s, s′) = m2(−ξ′, s′, s) has175

been used; in other words the density of the pair is the same for s and s′ with displacement176

ξ′, as it is for s′ and s with displacement −ξ′. The arguments have been suppressed for177

clarity here; in full they are m1(s, t), G1(s, t), m2(ξ
′, s, s′, t), G2(ξ

′, s, s′, t), where G′2 denotes178

G2(−ξ′, s′, s, t). Note that, when δs > 0, the dynamics are described by the discretised form179

of Eqns. 2 and 3, with a step size of δs (see Appendix Eq. A.17). This is worth highlighting180

because, ordinarily, the differential equation is the accurate description and the discretised181

form a numerical approximation. Here, the discretised form is the accurate description for182

the average of the stochastic model when δs > 0, as illustrated in Appendix Figure A.3.183

Eq. 2 is similar to a size-based version of the McKendrick–von Foerster equation, by184

assumption without mortality here (von Foerster, 1959; Sinko and Streifer, 1967; Silvert185

and Platt, 1978; Strigul et al., 2008). The flux terms of Eq. 3 are similar, except that there186

are now two terms to deal with growth of a pair. The growth rates themselves are:187
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G1(s, t) =g(s) + g′
∫∫

w(ξ′, s, s′)
m2(ξ

′, s, s′, t)

m1(s, t)
dξ′ds′ (4)

G2(ξ
′, s, s′, t) =g(s) + g′

∫∫
w(ξ′′, s, s′′)

m3(ξ
′, ξ′′, s, s′, s′′, t)

m2(ξ′, s, s′, t)
dξ′′ds′′

+ g′w(ξ′, s, s′), (5)

where g(s), w(ξ′, s, s′) and g′ are as defined below Eq. 1. The denominators in these188

equations follow from the rules of conditional probability as shown in the Appendix. As in189

the stochastic model, the growth rates are replaced with zero if they become negative,190

ensuring that on average the plants cannot shrink (this is not precisely the same as the191

assumption in the stochastic model; see Discussion). The integrals add up the effect of192

neighbours on the growth rate, weighting a density by the appropriate value from the193

competition kernel. The final term in G2 allows for competition with the other individual in194

the pair.195

Notice that Eqs. 2 and 3 are coupled hierarchically. The dynamics of the first moment in196

Eq. 2 depend on the second moment m2 in Eq. 4, which has the consequence that the size197

distribution that unfolds over time depends on the spatial structure. Similarly, the198

dynamics of the second moment in Eq. 3 depend on the third moment m3 in Eq. 5. This199

hierarchical structure is typical of spatial-moment dynamics. For practical purposes, the200

hierarchy does need to be closed at some level, replacing the next moment by some function201

of lower-order moments. Historically, ecologists have usually closed the hierarchy at first202

order using a mean-field assumption, thereby ignoring all spatial information. In this paper203

we close the hierarchy at second order to retain some basic information on spatial structure,204
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extending a so-called asymmetric, power-2 closure previously found to work well under a205

wide range of spatial structures for the logistic equation (Murrell et al., 2004):206

m̂3(s, s
′, s′′, ξ′, ξ′′) =

1

α + γ

(
α
m2(s, s

′, ξ′)m2(s, s
′′, ξ′′)

m1(s)
+ β

m2(s, s
′, ξ′)m2(s

′, s′′, ξ′′ − ξ′)
m1(s′)

+γ
m2(s, s

′′, ξ′′)m2(s
′, s′′, ξ′′ − ξ′)

m1(s′′)
− βm1(s)m1(s

′)m1(s
′′)
)
,

(6)
207

if m̂3(s, s
′, s′′, ξ′, ξ′′) ≥ 0, and 0 otherwise, and with weighting on the three corners208

α = 4, β = 1, γ = 1. The time argument has been omitted from all functions here for209

simplicity.210

2.4 Numerical methods211

How useful the deterministic approximation (Eqs. 2 and 3) is in practice depends on212

whether it provides an acceptable approximation for the ensemble behaviour of plants213

growing together in a stand. The yardstick for this is the stochastic process, and the214

comparison is a numerical matter that needs explicit functions for growth with given215

parameter values. We used the functions that follow to do this, taking parameter values216

appropriate for growth of Scots pine trees (derived from those of Adams et al., 2011a).217

The Gompertz equation was taken as the basis for intrinsic growth of the trees, i.e.218

g(s) = α− βs, (7)219

with two parameters, α being the intrinsic relative growth rate at small size, and β220

representing how much growth decreases with increasing size; the ratio α/β gives the221

asymptotic size to which a tree grows, i.e. the size at which the relative growth rate becomes222
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zero. The Gompertz function sits within the Richards (1959) family of growth models, and223

several studies have found it to be the best descriptor of plant growth for species224

investigated (Zeide, 1993; Purves and Law, 2002; Schneider et al., 2006; Adams, 2010).225

We took a simple form of the competition kernel, separating it into three parts for the226

effect of a neighbour on a target (Fig. 2). Firstly, this incorporated the sizes of the trees, on227

the grounds that competition would be stronger the larger the trees are. Second, we228

assumed an asymmetry such that larger trees would have a more deleterious effect on a229

smaller trees than vice versa, using a tanh function for the purpose (Fig. 2a). Third, we230

used a Gaussian function for the distance between the trees, on the grounds that231

competition would become weaker the greater the separation of the trees (Fig. 2b).232

Bringing these components together gives233

w(ξ′, s, s′) = (s+ s′) (1 + tanh(γ(s′ − s)) 1

W
exp

(
−|ξ

′|2

2σ2

)
. (8)234

|ξ′| is the distance from the target to the neighbour, the parameter σ sets the spatial range235

of interactions, and the non-negative γ measures the degree to which competition is236

asymmetric (taking a value zero when there is no asymmetry). The Gaussian function was237

truncated at 3σ, and normalised to integrate to 1, 1/W being the normalisation factor.238

Truncation is needed for stochastic simulations in a finite arena with periodic boundaries to239

ensure that neighbours cannot be counted more than once; for consistency the same240

truncation was used in the deterministic model.241

There are therefore six parameters in the growth model, together with the step size for242

growth δs, a time step δt and spatial displacement steps δξ1, δξ2 for discretization of the243

continuous moment model for numerical integration (Table 1). The step size for growth δs244
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is used here as a parameter to set the intrinsic variability in body size that develops as the245

trees grow. Some variation in growth is almost certain to arise for developmental and246

genetic reasons; the limit as δs→ 0 in Eqs. 2 and 3 represents a special case. For247

consistency, numerical analysis of the stochastic and determinstic models have to use the248

same value of δs.249

The high dimensionality of the second moment, with two size dimensions and two250

displacement dimensions, requires some compromises so that it does not become too large251

in its discretized vector form for integration to be feasible. Tree growth was therefore252

started at 10 kg (corresponding to s = 0). Our Gompertz growth parameters were obtained253

by converting growth of “diameter at breast height” (found to reach an average asymptote254

– with substantial variation between individuals – of 62.9 cm by Adams, 2010) to growth of255

above-ground biomass (Eq. 347 of Zianis et al., 2005). These parameters give a maximum256

individual tree size of 4.2 on the log mass scale (approximtely 700 kg), this being almost257

entirely achieved by about 200 y. We used a fairly coarse spatial binning, so that overall the258

discretized second moment would have at most around 60000 elements. Using a finer259

spatial binning does not have a notable impact on the results, but may be useful if a260

particularly fine definition spatial signature is required. Parameter values used in the261

numerical analysis are given in Tables 1 and 2.262

Realizations of the stochastic process (Eq. 1) were computed using the Gillespie263

algorithm (Gillespie, 1977) for a stand at some initial state p0 in an arena of size 50 × 50 m264

with periodic boundaries. The density was set at 0.25 trees m−2, i.e. 625 trees,265

corresponding to the 2m lattice average density used in Scots Pine plantations in the UK266

(Mason, 2000). Initial sizes were allocated to the trees independently and uniformly in the267

range 0 ≤ s < 0.2, so that all started at approximately the same size. Spatial patterns were268
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constructed as Poisson, aggregated or inhibited as required; non-Poisson patterns were269

obtained by moving points at random in the arena to minimize the deviation from a chosen270

pair correlation function c2(|ξ|). We used an exponential function,271

c2(|ξ|) = 1 + (c2,0 − 1)e−c|ξ| for the purpose; with increasing distance |ξ|, this decays to 1272

with a rate constant c, starting from an intial value c2,0. Here c2,0 > 1 gives local273

aggregation of plants in space, c2,0 < 1 gives local inhibition, and c2,0 = 1 gives a Poisson274

pattern lacking spatial structure. Plants were assumed to stay at the same location275

throughout the period of stand development, and the spatial pattern of points was therefore276

fixed at its initial state. However, the spatial pattern of plant sizes was free to change277

during the growth of the plants, as allowed by neighbourhood competition. The stochastic278

realizations returned the state p over time, from which the spatial moments could be279

computed to compare with the deterministic model. An average over ten realizations was280

used for the comparison and gives sufficient population size for average behaviour to be well281

defined (a total of 6250 individuals).282

The deterministic model was solved by numerical integration using the Euler method on283

Eq. 3, discretized in plant size, spatial displacement and time. A timestep δt = 0.1 was284

used, which ensures that the required stability criterion (g(·)δt/δs ≤ 1; Adams, 2010) is285

always satisfied. It is sufficient just to use Eq. 3 for the integration, because286

m2(ξ, s, s
′, t) = m1(s, t)×m1(s

′, t) for large enough ξ1 and ξ2, denoted ξmax; in other words287

the size distribution is known from the boundary of the second moment. The initial288

condition for m2(ξ, s, s
′, t) was set to match the initial state of the corresponding second289

moment of the stochastic model. The third moment was eliminated from Eq. 3 using a290

power-2 closure with a 4,1,1 weighting on the s, s′, s′′ corners, as described in Eq. (6).291
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3 Results292

3.1 Stochastic model: growth with neighbourhood competition293

The spatial pattern of tree growth depends very much on the action of local competition.294

We illustrate this using three realizations of the stochastic process, with the trees295

distributed in a fixed, aggregated, spatial pattern (Fig. 3a, b, c). Large differences among296

these three stands are clearly evident after 150 years, even though the realizations had297

exactly the same aggregated pattern in space (see Fig. 3d for the pair correlation function),298

and exactly the same initial tree size at each location. Individuals in the first example299

(Fig. 3a) had a large interaction neighbourhood. This means that inhibition of growth of all300

trees was close to the mean-field value, i.e. determined by the spatial average density, so all301

trees grew to a similar intermediate size regardless of their spatial location (Fig. 3e). In302

contrast, the second example assumed a small neighbourhood, meaning that the number of303

neighbours varied greatly from tree to tree, and trees with few neighbours were much larger304

after 150 years than trees with many neighbours (Fig. 3b, e). In both Fig. 3a and b,305

interactions between individuals were symmetric: there was no advantage to being larger.306

Breaking the symmetry, so that bigger individuals gained an advantage in competition,307

increased the variability in size still further, a small proportion escaping from competition308

and becoming especially large, leading to a slightly bimodal size distribution (Fig. 3c, e).309

The most important feature, however, is the far from random spatial pattern of tree310

sizes, given the locations of trees, evident in Figs 3b, c. In Fig. 3b, large individuals tend to311

be in gaps where they have a small number of neighbours; in Fig. 3c large individuals are312

additionally seen in the clusters, where they are surrounded by small individuals that they313

have supressed. The mark correlation functions (Fig. 3f) summarise this spatial information314
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in a precise way. In realization (a), the mark correlation function computed from the315

space-size pattern is close to unity, there being little spatial structure in tree size to be316

accounted for after allowing for the aggregated spatial pattern. In realization (b) however,317

the mark correlation function is substantially less than one at short distances, indicating318

that mass is distributed much more uniformly across space than the locations of the trees.319

The local inhibition of mass is still stronger in the presence of asymmetric competition, in320

realization (c).321

It is this spatial, neighbourhood-dependent growth that lies at the heart of stand322

development, and it is this process that the moment dynamics attempt to capture.323

3.2 Comparison of stochastic and moment models324

To test how well the deterministic approximation (Eq. 3) works, Fig. 4 compares solutions325

of the spatial moment model with those of the stochastic model over a range of behaviours.326

The most basic case is that of independent trees, that experience no competition from327

neighbours (i.e. g′ = 0, Fig. 4a). Here tree growth follows the intrinsic path of the Gompertz328

equation, with some variation generated by the jumps in size δs, and the trees are near to329

the maximum size allowed by Gompertz growth by 150 years. The distributions in tree size330

generated by the stochastic model and its deterministic approximation remain very similar331

as they grow, as long as the same size step δs is implemented (Appendix Figure A.3).332

Adding symmetric competition in large neighbourhoods (with trees arranged in an333

unstructured Poisson spatial pattern), leads to major suppression of growth (Fig. 4b).334

However, large neighbourhoods smooth out local variations, so different trees experience a335

similar amount of competition, and all become stunted to a similar degree (see Fig. 3a).336

These results are close to those that would observed from a mean-field model of the337
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dynamics that ignores spatial structure of tree size. The deterministic model remains a338

close approximation of the stochastic process.339

The mean-field behaviour contrasts with that in Fig. 4c, where (i) neighbourhoods are340

small, (ii) the number of competitors within neighbourhoods is highly variable due to the341

presence of an aggregated spatial pattern, and (iii) competition is asymmetric, giving large342

individuals an advantage over small ones. In this case some trees escape competition and343

grow large, while others are suppressed, with the result that much more variation in tree344

size develops over time (see Fig. 3c). The contrast between this and the mean-field345

behaviour of Fig. 4b illustrates how important it is to deal properly with neighbourhoods346

when competition is local. The moment approximation is clearly not perfect, as it allows347

rather more growth at intermediate sizes than the stochastic process does. However, it does348

capture the basic features of stand development seen in the stochastic model, including the349

effect of spatial structure.350

3.3 Multiple causes of variable tree size351

Broadly, three forces generate a wide range of tree sizes as a stand develops (Fig. 5a, c, e):352

small neighbourhood size (Fig. 5a), spatial aggregation of trees (Fig. 5c), and asymmetric353

competition (Fig. 5e). These all operate by increasing the heterogeneity among354

neighbourhoods. In the case of small neighbourhood size and spatial aggregation, some355

external heterogeneity exists from the start, and this is enhanced as the trees grow to356

different extents in their variable neighbourhoods. In the case of asymmetric competition,357

external heterogeneity is not needed – it is enough to have small random jumps in size358

causing some trees to become larger than others (and equivalently, to spread out the sizes359

in the solution of the moment dynamics). Once symmetry is broken, the process snowballs,360
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always giving larger trees an advantage. Just how the size distribution develops is a361

complex interplay of neighbourhood size, spatial pattern and the strength of the asymmetry362

in competition.363

Note that the mark correlation functions (Fig. 5b,d,f) are less than one at short364

displacements, if the spatial locations of trees are set to be aggregated. This is the365

signature that biomass has become more uniformly distributed over space than the trees366

themselves during the growth of the stand. In mechanistic terms, it is simply a consequence367

of trees growing to fill the available space: where there are gaps, the trees grow larger.368

Notice also that the signature vanishes when the the trees grow in a uniform spatial369

pattern. It is still possible for a wide range of tree sizes to develop if competition is370

sufficiently asymmetric, but the distribution of sizes over space is no longer more uniform371

than the locations of the trees themselves.372

4 Discussion373

Evidently the microscopic, stochastic, agent-based model for growth of locally interacting374

plants can be reduced to a parsimonious dynamical system describing the growth of whole375

stands. The step from the stochastic to the deterministic model separates the average376

behaviour from the stochastic fluctuations that are inherent in realizations of the stochastic377

process, and contributes to the goal of scaling up from agent-based models to macroscopic378

approximations (Levin, 2012). The equations themselves provide mathematical insight into379

the mechanisms at work in the IBM, these being simple advection processes in Eqns. 2 and380

3, determined by growth rates that depend on population structure via the spatial moments381

(Eqns. 4 and 5). In the context of purely deterministic models, the step from the382
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mean-field, von Foerster model to a model with local interactions as used here, is essentially383

a straightforward matter of going from the first moment to the second (spatial) moment.384

The results point to the richness in dynamics of stand growth uncovered by removing385

the mean-field assumption. Nonetheless, the study does no more than scratch the surface of386

potential applications, as it deals only with the growth of an even-aged, single-species stand387

of plants, without births and deaths. The potential for analysis of the dynamics of388

birth-growth-death processes of multispecies plant communities is an interesting challenge389

for further work, and can be built on the foundations given in the Appendix. With births390

and deaths, as well as growth, the spatial patterns will unfold in different ways over time,391

depending on the kernels for seed dispersal and neighbourhood-dependent births and392

deaths, giving much richer dynamics. The study here, and previous ones of moment393

dynamics, identify neighbourhood interaction kernels as key functions about which much394

more needs to be known (Schneider et al., 2006), despite the difficulties involved in the field395

(Biging and Dobbertin, 1995; Canham et al., 2004).396

In numerical terms, the spatial moment approximation captures the broad properties of397

the stochastic behaviour of individual agents, but it is by no means perfect. To some extent398

we think this is due to the rather coarse discretization of the second spatial moment needed399

to keep the computations feasible. Since the spatial moments are radially symmetric, it400

could help to move from a Cartesian to a radial version of the second moment. This would401

reduce the number of dimensions of the problem, allowing a finer spatial discretisation to402

be used. However, the determinisic approximation does become less good as the departure403

from mean field becomes large, and as the degree of asymmetic competition becomes large.404

We therefore caution users that there are likely to be parameter settings too far from mean405

field for the approximation scheme to be reliable. Another possible cause of discrepancy is406
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that the assumption of non-negative growth applies at the level of the individual in the407

stochastic model, and at the level of the average in the deterministic model. As a result,408

the deterministic model may underestimate the average growth, when neighbourhood409

competition becomes intense. It would be necessary to go deeper into the variance of410

competition to allow for this truncation in the distribution of neighbourhood competition.411

The closure function itself may introduce some error. We used an asymmetric power-2412

closure that has previously been found to work well (Murrell et al., 2004) and, consistent413

with the earlier work, our tests found this to give a closer approximation to the stochastic414

process than a fully asymmetric power-2 closure. However, it would be instructive to415

compare this with other closures such as the maximum entropy closure suggested by416

Raghib et al. (2011). A closure at least at second order is definitely needed: the results417

show clearly that a first-order, mean-field closure would be seriously misleading when418

interactions are local in space.419

The discretisation of body size in steps of δs plays a special role in the two models, and420

was kept as a free parameter to control how much intrinsic variation in body size develops,421

in addition to variation generated by interactions among plants. Some variation of this kind422

is almost certainly bound to be present as, even under the most carefully controlled423

conditions, plants do not grow at exactly the same rate. It is important to understand that424

the spatial moment dynamics given in Eqs. 2 and 3 represent a special case at which425

δs→ 0, meaning that such variation is absent. There are other ways of incorporating426

variation in the continuous growth model, for instance, through the presence of a diffusion427

term (Datta et al., 2010) that would also be worth considering.428

A key ecological property of the results is the tendency for space-filling to take place429

during plant growth. In qualitative terms, there is no surprise about this, and it has been430
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taken as axiomatic for modelling dynamics of tree canopies (Purves et al., 2008; Strigul431

et al., 2008). The results here add quantitative knowledge about the path of space-filling,432

and the degree to which it contributes spatial structure to the community. Spatial patterns433

that are random or aggregated clearly leave more scope for space to be filled than patterns434

with local inhibition of individuals, as long as neighbourhoods are sufficiently small.435

Asymmetric competition also generates space for further growth of larger plants, but it436

does so in a more cryptic way through the larger plants suppressing the smaller ones.437

Space-filling leaves a clear signal in the spatial organisation of biomass, giving the mark438

correlation function a characteristic signature that is low at short distances, increasing to a439

value close to one as distance increases (Stoyan and Penttinen, 2000; Law et al., 2009).440

Mark correlation functions have rarely been studied in forests. In the small number of441

studies we know of, such space-filling has been observed in several cases (Penttinen et al.,442

1992; Law et al., 2009), including stands of Scots pine (Adams et al., 2011a, supplementary443

information), with values of the function around 0.5 for closely adjacent trees, consistent444

with the results here. These results point to the importance of local interactions in forest445

communities, because local gaps for growth are only detected by plants when446

neighbourhoods are small. Further evidence of space-filling comes from the observation that447

crowns of canopy trees are more regularly spaced than their stems (Gavrikov et al., 1993;448

Rouvinen and Kuuluvainen, 1997; Olesen, 2001; Strigul et al., 2008). The space-filling449

property has the fundamental consequence for plant ecology that area-based ecosystem450

processes can be uncoupled to some extent from the complexities of organism-based,451

birth-growth-death processes in plant population and community dynamics.452

Our results are consistent with the well-known fact that stand development depends on453

the initial spatial pattern (e.g. Weiner et al., 2001a,b). For instance we found plants454
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growing in aggregated spatial patterns had log masses smaller on the average and much455

more variable in size than those in uniform patterns. Asymmetric competition adds to the456

variability in size, although our results do not suggest that such competition has priority457

over spatial pattern (Weiner et al., 2001b). The initial size structure was relatively458

unimportant here, consistent with the observation that early growth in an even-aged stand459

had less effect on the the stand in the long term than the competition that comes into play460

when plants are large (Damgaard and Weiner, 2008). However, in natural communities,461

where the initial size structure would include large as well as small plants, the fate of plants462

would depend more heavily on the space-size organisation.463

In sum, the methods of spatial moment dynamics provide ecologists with some useful464

tools to scale from microscopic processes of individual plants interacting with neighbours465

up to the macroscopic dynamics of communities. Creating this bridge enhances ecological466

understanding in two ways. On one hand, it strips the complexity of algorithmic467

agent-based models down to a relatively simple mathematical core. On the other hand, it468

moves mathematical models from a focus on first-order, mean-field approaches that ignore469

spatial structure, to a focus on second-order approaches that allow spatial stucture to470

unfold over time. There is much ecology to build into local neighbourhood interactions, and471

we would expect the understanding of how plant communities work to be significantly472

improved by confronting and solving the challenge of scaling up (Levin, 2012).473
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Table 1: Parameters for modelling growth of a stand of Scots pine, with values for those held
constant throughout

Symbol Value Units Meaning
α 0.0634 y−1 intrinsic relative growth rate when small
β 0.0149 y−1 size-dependent decline in growth
g′ – y−1 strength of competition
γ – – strength of asymmetry
σ – m spatial range of interactions
w0 10 kg above-ground biomass at which s = 0
δt 0.1 y step size for time
δs 0.2 – step size for growth

δξ1, δξ2 – m step size for spatial displacements ξ1, ξ2
ξmax – m maximum displacement for computing m2(ξ, s, s

′, t)

Table 2: Parameters taking more than one value in numerical results
figure g′ γ σ ξmax δξ1, δξ2 spatial pattern

c2,0 c
3a 0.04 0.0 10.0 – – 3.0 0.5
3b 0.04 0.0 2.0 – – 3.0 0.5
3c 0.04 1.0 2.0 – – 3.0 0.5
4a 0.0 – – 30.0 3.0 1.0 0.0
4b 0.04 0.0 10.0 30.0 3.0 1.0 0.0
4c 0.04 1.0 2.0 12.0 1.0 3.0 0.5

5a,b light 0.04 0.0 10.0 30.0 3.0 3.0 0.5
5a,b dark 0.04 0.0 2.0 12.0 1.0 3.0 0.5
5c,d light 0.04 0.0 2.0 12.0 1.0 0.3333 0.5
5c,d dark 0.04 0.0 2.0 12.0 1.0 3.0 0.5
5e,f light 0.04 0.0 2.0 12.0 1.0 0.3333 0.5
5e,f dark 0.04 1.0 2.0 12.0 1.0 0.3333 0.5
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6 Figure Captions624

Figure 1: Vector separations (ξ) between individuals of different sizes (s denotes log size).625

Figure 2: Components of the competition kernel, w(ξ, s, s′), Eq. (8): (a) effect of626

neighbour plant of size s′ on target of size s (γ = 1); (b) effect of neighbour displaced by627

ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) on the target plant at the origin (σ = 2 m).628

Figure 3: Stands of trees generated by the stochastic process (Eq. 1) under different629

kinds of interaction. All realizations use the same aggregated spatial pattern and initial630

sizes; circle diameter is proportional to untransformed tree mass in year 150. (a) Symmetric631

competition in large neighbourhoods (γ = 0, σ = 10 m); (b) symmetric competition in small632

neighbourhoods (γ = 0, σ = 2 m); (c) asymmetric competition in small neighbourhoods633

(γ = 1, σ = 2 m). (d) Pair correlation function for spatial pattern of tree locations. (e) Size634

distribution for the three stands ((a)=dotted,(b)=long dash,(c)=solid). (f) Mark635

correlation functions, with line types as in (e). Parameter values as in Tables 1 and 2.636

Figure 4: Comparison of spatial moment approximation (Eq. 3) and stochastic model637

Eq. 1). (a) Independent trees (g′ = 0). (b) Poisson distributed trees competing638

symmetrically in large neighbourhoods (g′ = 0.04, γ = 0, σ = 10 m). (c) Aggregated trees639

competing asymmetrically in small neighbourhoods (g′ = 0.04, γ = 1, σ = 2 m). Average640

stochastic (dashed) and deterministic (solid) size distributions are superimposed at 25, 50,641

150 years with increasingly heavy lines. Parameter values as in Tables 1 and 2.642

Figure 5: Three ways to obtain wide size distributions. Results given after 150 years of643

tree growth using the deterministic approximation (Eq. 3). First column shows size644

distributions; second column shows mark correlation functions, with pair correlation645

functions as insets. (a), (b) Decreasing neighbourhood size from large (light lines, σ = 10646
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m) to small (heavy lines, σ = 2 m) in an aggregated spatial pattern. (c), (d) Changing647

spatial pattern from inhibited (light lines, c2,0 = 1/3) to aggregated (heavy lines, c2,0 = 3).648

(e), (f) Increasing asymmetry from zero (light lines, γ = 0) to one (heavy lines, γ = 1) in an649

inhibited spatial pattern. Parameter values as in Tables 1 and 2.650
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